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From the Editor

Bulle n Board
2019 New Zealand IPMS Na onal
Compe on & Model Expo
Airﬁx 1/48 Hawker Hunter F.6
Eduard 1/32 Messerschmi Bf 109E1/E-3

New Mee ng Time!! 8pm
The nationals have been and gone and the year is racing towards Christmas. The Armistace show in Cambridge is coming
around again in November and that is always worth attending.
After some questions as to it’s continuance the model show and
competition associated with Armistice will be happening which
is very good news. This month we have an in-progress night
where you can bring along all those 1939 themed projects you
have been beavering away at of winter as a prelude to the final
judging night in November.

NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 17th September 2019

Leys Ins tute (upstairs)
20 Saint Marys Road
Ponsonby
COMMITTEE
Chairman - Craig Sargent

John Watkins

Secretary - Brett Peacock

Lance Whitford

Treasurer - Mark Robson

EDITOR: Lance Whitford
e: lancewhitford@hotmail.com
WEBMASTER: Robert Willis
e: jaxbw@orcon.net.nz

EMAIL: ipmsauckland@gmail.com
WEB: ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com
YAHOO:
groups.yahoo.com/group/ipmsauckland
FACEBOOK:
Link from the IPMS Auckland Website
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BULLETIN BOARD
NEW MEMBERS AND SUBS ****** 2019/20 NOW DUE ******
Subs for 2019/20 now past due -see below for club account details or see the club secretary

Membership Description
Type
Full

Cost

Living in the Auckland Metropolitan Area

NZ$45

Out Of Town Living 75km or more from central Auckland

NZ$30

Junior

NZ$25

Same rights as full membership for those under 16

IPMS BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER
03 0162 0012960 00
Please add your name and details
so we know who has paid!

EVENTS
CLUB NIGHT EVENTS

MODELLING EVENTS

IPMS Auckland Meet on the 3rd
Tuesday of every Month at the
Leys Institute (upstairs), 20
Saint Marys Road, Ponsonby

Note our new meeting
tme is 8pm

Always

17th September Na onals report, preview of
your 1939 crea ons and a
round table discussion on
how we conduct our
mee ngs
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BULLETIN
BOARD
BLLETIN BOARD
CLUB SUPPORT
The following retailers have
kindly agreed to offer IPMS
Auckland club members a
discount on their purchases
upon presentation of their
current IPMS Auckland Membership card.
The discount only applies on
selected product lines and
remains at the discretion of
the retailer.

ModelAir
349 Dominion Road
Mount Eden
Auckland
p: 09 520 1236

TOYWORLD
Toyworld Henderson
56 Railside Rd, Henderson
Toyworld Westgate
1 Fernhill Dve, Westgate
15% Off the normal retail
price on:
- All models and modeling
accessories
- All Hornby
- All Siku
- All Schleich & Collecta
figures and accessories
- All Meccano
- Lego (Excludes Lego
Mindstorm’s they will be
10% if available as most
have already been preordered)
(Note: not in conjunction
with any other promotion)

Stoker Models
Cnr Market Rd & Gt South Rd
Auckland
p: 09 520 1737
10% on kits and modelling
supplies
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Merv Smith Hobbies
27 Davis Crescent
Newmarket
Auckland
10% off most items on
presentation of IPMS Auckland Membership Card.

Avetek Limited
Gwyn and Christina Avenell
28 Lauren Grove, RD 2, Papakura,
Auckland 2582, New Zealand.
p: +64 (09) 298 4819,
m: +64 (0)27 343 2290
e: aveteknz@gmail.com
www.avetek.co.nz
New Zealand Master Agents
for:
Auszac ECO Balsa • Bob
Smith Industries - Cyanoacrylates and Epoxies •
Airsail International Kitsets

2019 New Zealand IPMS National Competition & Model Expo
This years na onals was held over the weekend of September 6/7 at the Airforce Museum in Wigram, Christchurch. The
event drew a sizeable con ngent of out of towners including a good representa on from Auckland and at least one internaonal visitor who happened to score best of show. The venue was excellent and the show was very well organized with a
good range of models plus trade stands and displays from other hobby related clubs and groups. Here are some photos from
the event .
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Airfix 1/48 Hawker Hunter F.6
By Brett Peacock

Humbrol/Airfix kit #A09185 116 parts on 3 grey and 1 clear sprue trees, Cartograf Decals for 3
options & Instructions in the “new Airfix” style and booklet. New Zealand retail price approx
$110.00
Nice Evocative Box art showing the graceful lines of this 50’s jet fighter.
When the announcement of this kit arrived, it was greeted with quite a bit of relief, after all,
there had not been a good kit of this iconic British jet in 1/48th scale before. Yes there were Older kits and the more recent Academy effort, which although it had a good general outline and
shape, the Academy kit was, at best; “tricky” to assemble and had a grossly undersized cockpit
area, being closer to 1/72 than 1/48. But the basis for a Hunter was there, provided you were
willing to shoehorn in one of the resin sets for it, and had the fortitude to try to get the wings and
fuselage to mate properly while preserving the correct geometry and anhedral.
The Good news is that this kit definitely obsoletes all that has gone before. The wings and fuselage are beautifully engineered and the assembly process very simply locks everything together
in correct alignment. (How do I know? Because I cut the main wings and fuselage pieces off the
sprues, cleaned them up, and assembled them in place with tape. Everything fitted with minimal joints visible and once fitted the assembly was strong enough to remain together while being handled.)
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The cockpit certainly looks in scale and the 4 piece ejector seat, once painted black will pass
for an ejector seat, but I suspect most purists with want a resin replacement. The rest of the
cockpit is fairly Spartan, but little enough will be seen anyway, and it will be Black so a full resin
cockpit may not be necessary. Oddly, Airfix give you the option to display it “Wheels Up” but no
pilot figure is in the box! This is compounded by the choice of seat cushions – with or without
harness molded on! (see photo)
The main parts come on 3 fairly sizeable sprue trees with 1 clear tree for the canopy and lights.
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The grey sprues are moulded in a pale blue-ish grey, reminiscent of the old airfix “blue” plastic,
but a bit more rigid and lighter grey in hue. And when I say the plastic is a bit more rigid, I mean
the lower wings have a sharp edge and a rather dangerous point on the rear end. (See Wing
sprue image above!) - Sharp enough that it drew blood from a fingertip when extracting the
sprue tree from the nag! - Accompanied by a sharp exclamation and a four letter word!
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Overall the surface detail is some of the finest and most even I have seen from Airfix and is defined enough that it will not disappear under a coat or 2 of paint, but will still hold a wash well.
Stores for the kit are fairly limited, consisting of 2 drop tanks and pylons and the external cannon
fairings known at the time and ever since as “Sabrinas”.
Decals, as is now standard for Airfix are by Cartograf of Italy and cover 3 F.6 options as below.: 2
RAF and 1 Dutch AF.
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Also there are 3 pages of Stencil instructions, but all 3 look pretty much identical and are Labelled A B and C, one for each marking option... oh joy, there are at least 75 on each!
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The rest of the Instructions are in the now standard “New Airfix” style:

Conclusion:
Most people know that I am largely a modeller of World War 2 subjects, but I do like
to venture beyond that era on occasion,
and the Hawker Hunter is one of those rare
jets that appeals to me on its looks, which
just scream its name: Hunter! (It helps that,
like one or two others at the time (The Draken and the Lightning), it just looks like it’s
moving at speed, even when its halted on
a runway! This kit gets a “Highly Recommended” from me, and should it win some
awards, I should not be surprised as it is
one of Airfix’s best releases yet, IMHO
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Eduard 1/32 Messerschmitt Bf 109E-1/E-3
By Brett Peacock

Kit #1105. Purchased at The Model Room, Papakura, Retails at $141.00 (NZ)
Historical Note: (From Eduard’s July 2019 INFO - monthly)
Linked Here: https://www.eduard.com/out/media/InfoEduard/archive/2019/info-eduard-201907en.pdf
Arrival
The Spanish story of the Messerschmitt Bf 109 E started during the autumn of 1938. The exact
delivery date of the first batch of three Bf 109 E-3s has not yet been determined, but it is
known that production of the E-3 variant had begun in October 1938 at the Erla Maschinenwerk
GmbH factory in Leipzig, and in November 1938 at the Messerschmitt AG factory in Augsburg,
respectively1. The first three ‘Emils’ were assigned with fuselage codes 6•87, 6•88 and 6•89,
and, similarly to all the Jumo-engined Bf 109s that had been already used by the Legion Condor,
were not fitted with radio equipment, as can be evidenced from the photos which reveal the lack
of antenna masts and wiring on these machines in the early period of their service.
This also initially concerned the aircraft from the next batch, which mostly likely consisted of five
Bf 109 E-3s (coded 6•90,6•91, 6•92, 6•93 and 6•94)3 and four Bf 109 D-1s (coded 6•95, 6•96,
6•97 and 6•98). Their arrival date can be traced thanks to Uffz. Herbert Schob of 2. J/88, who
meticulously recorded in his logbook the codes of all aircraft he flew in Spain, including those in
which he conducted functional flight checks from Leon airfield, between December 3, and December 12, 1938 Only one serial number of the aircraft from this batch is known, this being WNr.
715 of Bf 109 E-3 coded 6•925, which places this machine in the middle of the first production run
from the Erla factory (90 aircraft from the WNr. 667-756 range). Further aircraft were gradually
delivered and assigned with fuselage codes from 6-99 to 6-131. This allowed the reequipping of
three Staffeln (squadrons) of the Legion Condor’s fighter group, Jagdgruppe 88, with new machines, although a number of Bf 109 Ds were retained in service.
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Some of the oldest Bf 109s of the A and B variants, could therefore be handed over to the Spanish nationalist fighter unit, 1a Escuadrilla of Grupo 5-G-5, which was formed at the end of December 1938 at Recajo-Logroño airfield, but took part in fighting only from March 8, 19396. A total of
41 Bf 109 Es were sent to Spain before the end of the Civil War. Most of them represented the E
-3 variant, whose armament consisted of two 7,92mm MG 17 machine guns in the fuselage and
two 20mm MG-FF cannon in the wings. However, there were also at least seven Bf 109 E-1s in
Legion Condor service, which were armed with four MG 17 machine guns. On the basis of the
available photo reference, the following aircraft may be identified as the E-1: 6•1187, 6•119,
6•1208, 6•121, 6•1229, 6•123 and 6•12410. These machines most likely belonged to one of three
batches manufactured by AGO Flugzeugwerke GmbH at Oschersleben and Gerhard Fieseler
Werke at Kassel, starting in January 1939. The photos known to this author do not allow the identification of the variant of ‘Emils’ coded 6•113, 6•114, 6•129 and 6•131 with all certainty, whilst a
photo of 6•103 has yet to surface.
Last months of fighting
Quite little is known about the actual combat use of the Bf 109 E in Spain. After the end of the
Battle of the Ebro, the Legion Condor was ordered to rest until December 1, 1938, with only
Staffel of the Jagdgruppe 88 remaining in combat readiness. At that time, the whole unit was
based at La Cenia airfield located in Tarragona, on the southern province of Catalonia. The latter
was the target of the next Nationalist offensive, which would be launched on December 23, 1938.
Before that, the Jagdgruppe lost two of its aircraft on the ground in result of a Republican bomber
raid on December 16, whilst its pilots, namely Lt. Theodor Rossiwall of 3. J/88 and Lt. Horst Tietzen of 1. J/88, claimed two I-16s on December 20 and 21, respectively11. It is generally acclaimed that during the first days of the offensive, poor weather conditions prevented the German
fighter pilots from flying many combat sorties12, although the flight logs of Uffz. Herbert Schob
and Uffz. Gerhard Halupczok reveal that between December 21 and 27, both NCOs flew no less
than twice each day13. In the air battles conducted between December 28 and 31, the Germans
claimed the shooting down a total of 17 enemy aircraft. The successful pilots were again Lt. Tietzen of 1. J/88, as well as Lt. Heinz Bretnütz, Lt. Wilhelm Ensslen (3), Oblt. Alfred von Lojewski,
Lt. Wolfgang Redlich, ffz. Schob, Fw. Georg Schott (3) and Lt. August-Wilhelm Schumann (2)
from 2. Staffel, Uffz. Freund, Lt. Wolfgang Lippert, and Oblt. Hubertus von Bonin from 3. Staffel,
and Lt. Kurt Hörmann from Stabskompanie14. It is unknown what Bf 109 variants they had flown
during these missions, with exception of Uffz. Schob, who usually piloted his old, trusty Bf 109 D1 coded 6•6015. The new year 1939 began with another victory for Lt. Ensslen of 2. J/88, who
claimed an I-16 over Valls, one of the main Republican airfields. The latter, along with Vendrell
and Villafranca, was the subject of successful strafing raids performed by the German fighters on
January 12, 1939, and eventually became the new home of Jagdgruppe 88 from January 21 to
February 1, when the unit moved to Sabadell airfield, five days after the fall of Barcelona. In January, the Germans claimed a total of ten air victories16. The enemy aircraft, mostly identified as
‘Ratas’, fell prey to Lt. Ensslen (2) of 2. J/88, Oblt. Karl Ebbinghausen of Stabskompanie; Oblt.
Helmut-Felix Bolz, Oblt. von Bonin, Lt. Josef Fözö, Obfw. Müller (2) and Fhr. Heinz Tornow of 3.
J/88, and the commander of the Jagdgruppe, Hptm. Walter Grabmann. Only one pilot was lost:
Lt. Karl-August Böttcher was shot down over Mollet by anti-aircraft fire on January 29, 1939, Next
month brought the Jagdgruppe another six victories17: two claimed on February 3 over the Republican airfield Figueras by Oblt. von Bonin and Fhr. Tornow of 3. J/88, one by Lt. Ensslen of 2.
J/88 on February 5, in the same area, and three on February 6 over Vilajuiga airfield, which were
claimed by 1. Staffel pilots: the squadron’s commander, Hptm. Siebelt Reents, Uffz. Gerhard Halupczok, and Uffz. Heinz irminger. The latter is officially recorded as lost in an air accident on
May 11, 1939, but both the Lt. José alcó San Martin’s testimony and reliable research from Juan
Arraez Cerda reveal that Nirminger was one of the two victims of the aforementioned Republican
pilot, the other being Uffz. Heinrich indemuth of 1. J/8818. It appears that both lost Messerschmitts were actually Bf 109D-1s from the final delivery, coded 6-96 and 6-98. On February 10,
the Nationalist troops reached the French border at Perthus pass. Catalonia was now conquered.
The next and final target was Madrid, the capital city of Spain. Jagdgruppe 88 moved to a new
base at Barcience-Torrijos on March 11. Due to the lack of opposition in the air, the German
fighter pilots mainly flew surveillance and reconnaissance missions during that period. The last
air victory of the Legion Condor is believed to be scored by Oblt. Hubertus von Bonin.
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The Kit
This kit enables just one aircraft to be built, either an E-1 (light fighter) or an E-3 (Heavy Fighter.)
The Bf-109E-1 had 4 Mg17 7.9mm Machine guns, 2 in the cowling and 2 in the wings.

The E-1 wing

The E-3 (cannon armed) wing

The Bf109E-3 had 2 Mg17 7.9mm Machine guns in the cowling and 2 MGFF 20mm drum-fed
cannon in the wings., with a characteristic bulge just inboard if the cannon for the ammo drum on
the underside. (The E-1 lacked this bulge and the external cannon barrels, having an inset blast
tube for the MG.s)
Both the E-1 and E-3 shared the same style of canopy until the later type was introduced in mid
1940. This is the only type in the box. f-109E-1 had 4 Mg17 7.9mm Machine guns, 2 in the cowling and 2 in the wings.
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The kit has markings for 5 aircraft of the Legion Condor, 2 E-1 models and 3 E-3 models.
6-119 and 6-123 are the E-1 Options. 6-91, 6-107 and 6-111 are E-3s.
The kit contains 1 Sheet of Canopy and wheel masks, 2 sheets of PE, 1 coloured for the cockpit
and 5 Brassin resin parts for the Main Wheels, 1 tailwheel, and the tailwheel strut and bay.
There are 7 grey and 1 clear sprues, in 2 bags, one for the fuselage and both wing sprues (Two
of the sprue trees are for the 2 sets of wings, one for the E-1 type and the other the more usual E
-3 (and later) type. 1 decal sheet of modest size contains the markings and stencils, but does not
include the walkways (Which may not have been applied in Spain)
and, the other bag contains all the rest of the Sprues, including the ziplok bag for the clear sprue.
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Overall, it is a neatly presented and thoughtfully arranged package, if somewhat on the high price
side of the spectrum in New Zealand. The box-art is attractive, even though it and the colour
guides tends to perpetuate the doubt about the actual upper-surface colour in Spain. (ie: Was it
RLM 02 or RLM 62? (ie: Grey-Green as against Green-Grey, (GrauGrun or GrunGrau) respectively. Most modern thought leans towards RLM 62, as that was applied beforehand to earlier
109s (C & D models) and others such as the He51.) Looking at a number of photos, I lean toward
the RLM62 side, myself, and fortunately straight Tamiya XF22 is a fairly good approximation of
this colour.
The surface detail is well up to current Eduard standards and is fine recessed panel-lines with
equally fine riveting overall. The colour PE will certainly produce an outstanding cockpit straight
from the box and the unpainted etch will enhance other parts of the kit to that standard also. The
Brassin Resin parts will do the same.
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As can be seen, the plastic itself is finely detailed and, according to reports, assembles with little
extra effort required. (the kit plastic is a Tamiya-like medium grey, not light olive as in this image.)
Lastly we come to the Decal Sheet. As noted earlier it has some stencilling but no walkways. I
am unsure if this is correct, but will be checking to see if it is.

The decals are very nice but an online review drew my attention to 1 issue: Those 4 black circles
with a white Cross in them. Those are the 4 wing insignia...and they are too small. Even Eduard’s
own artworks and many photos show the real size, which touches the edge of the Slat and extends rearwards to about 10cm or so onto the ailerons, Placing these against the kit wing shows
that they will, at no point extend onto the ailerons if the leading edge touches the slat, making
them almost 20-25% too small. This is a serious issue...However... I found a Mask and decal
sheet set at Hannants.co.uk for under 7 pounds which has a set of 1/32 Masks for 6-119 and –
123 (Both erroneously listed as E-3s!).
This is AML set AML 32006, which also includes a small decal sheet for the Individual
insignia and some of the Numbers, should
you wish not to mask and paint them. The
wing masks are correctly sized. There are
also a few other decals for 1/32 SCW markings you can try, if masking and painting is
not your choice. So, for me, this issue is “Not
a Biggie” as the mask set was a handy 5 or 6
pounds from Hannants.(who seem to have
sold out now). You can try http://
www.czechkits.com/132-masks-for-emils-thespanish-civil-war-p-1596.html. (160 kr is about $10.00 +or- NZ.)
Thankfully, because my preferred choice is 6-119, as flown by Siebert Reents.
In conclusion, If you wish to produce a good 1/32 scale kit of the Bf-109E as it appeared in
late 1938 and 1939 in the Spanish Civil war, then this is the kit for you, with only one small caveat – those wing roundels. I spent the extra for the mask set and it is worth every penny
(including postage from the UK - From Hannants to my door was 9 days, in total.) Yes, it was
pricey in New Zealand. But I am happy to support my local Model shops as far as I can.
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Check out our Website gallery for photos taken of models at our
monthly meetings
http://ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com

And as usual -check out the IPMS Auckland website as we’re trying to keep the content a bit more dynamic. We won’t be regurgita ng content found on other websites but will provide links to sites we think
are of interest to members.
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